
With its minimalistic, clean lines, this shower cubicle system gives opportunity for the

same flush-fronted elegance, common in premium WC washrooms, to be achieved in any

end-of-trip facility.  The use of Solid Grade Laminate (SGL) panels ensures Mylo is both

fully waterproof and highly durable. The door and pilasters are made with 20 mm thick

SGL, which allows rebates to be added without risk of bowing and this enables the

signature flush-fronted design.

Mylo 
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Experience washrooms that go beyond. 

SHOWER CUBICLE

Fully waterproof & impact resistant due to solid

grade laminate panels

Space saving - 20mm thick rebated doors &

pilasters, with 13mm thick divisions

Flush fronted, full height system

Solid stainless steel ironmongery that can be

powder coated in range of colours

Made to measure with subtle 20mm floor &

ceiling pedestal fixing detail

Versatile system - can be installed in

conjunction with stud partition dividing walls
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DIVISIONS

Core material: 13mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL).

Colour/Finish: 13mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL), in finish agreed with Maxwood

(due to availability of 20mm SGL, with which the 13mm divisions may need to

match).

Edge Treatment: All edges radiused and polished.

Support System: 20mm stainless steel legs to floor and ceiling.

DOORS AND PILASTERS

Core material: 20mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL).

Colour/Finish: 20mm Solid Grade Laminate (SGL), in finish agreed with Maxwood,

due to availability of SGL in this thickness

Edge Treatment: Vertical edges are rebated to achieve flush door overlaps; all

edges are radiused and polished.

IRONMONGERY

Maxwood Mylo Range: Cubicle brackets, hinges, indicator bolt (with emergency

unlock), coat hook and 20mm legs are all in brushed stainless steel finish. 

Headrail can be used instead of legs to the ceiling, if so required. 

Stainless steel pull handle is supplied for outward opening doors. 

SIZE

Overall cubicle height: 2700mm including 20mm clearance gap at floor and ceiling

Division (h x w): 2660mm x 1500mm-1800mm

Door (h x w): 2660mm  x  width to suit site dimension

Pilaster: 2660mm x  width to suit site dimension

(All sizes are nominal - the system is manufactured to suit site dimensions)

MYLO
Reference: Maxwood MYLO Range

Specifications


